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Prince Rupert's life is familiar to Canadian readers and scholars. 
Not so well known are Rupert's and his family's connections to 
Hungarian history, which were predominantly Calvinistic, like 
Rupert's own roots.1 The countries in this Protestant power-play 
were: his father's homeland, the Palatinate; his grandfather's 
England; his parents' kingdom, Bohemia; his godfather's principali-
ty, Transylvania; and his Protestant aunts' and uncles' Holland 
and Sweden. Five of Rupert's many brothers and sisters also left 
their mark on history. They lived through the Thirty Years' War, 
of which Rupert's family was partly the victim, and partly the 
cause. 

Various writers have referred to the compelling personality of the 
prince by using colourful epithets: the Son of the Winter King, 
Robert le Diable, the Dark and Handsome Prince, the Cavalry 
Leader, the Mercenary of the King of Hungary, the Prince Without 
a Principality, the Would-be King of Madagascar, the Buccaneer, 
the Pirate, the Robber Prince, the Recluse Rupert, and so on, which 
reveal many facets of Rupert's life story, except for a generally 
ignored one: Prince Rupert was godson of Gabor Bethlen, Prince of 
Transylvania and, for a brief time, King of Hungary. 

Here we must resist the temptation to immerse ourselves in the 
tales of Rupert's romantic life of adventure and prowess, or in the 
portraits displaying his martial good looks. It is no exaggeration, 
perhaps, to claim that Rupert was the most talked about person of 
his era. This he achieved both through his exploits on behalf of the 
Stuart cause and through his varied life-style. While historical gossip 
bequeaths to us the image of a true seventeenth century cavalier, 
episodes unmentioned indicate a very private Rupert, a scientist, an 
inventor, a gifted artist — a man far ahead of his century. 



Rupert's mother, Elizabeth, daughter of James I of England, gave 
birth to her third son shortly after her own coronation as Queen of 
Bohemia (27 December 1619). Her husband, Frederick V of the 
Palatinate (Frederick I of Bohemia), was by tradition chief among 
German princes, the "Electors of the Holy Roman Empire." Both 
parents were good-looking, charming, spirited and learned, and 
committed to the Reformed Church. That is why they were invited 
to the throne of Bohemia. At that time, Czech nobility had not yet 
realized that the people of the Palatinate were offering more 
pronounced support for the extreme reformers.2 Their outlook was 
closer to what the extremists at that time called "illumination." In 
seventeenth century Bohemia, any religious deviation meant con-
frontation with the Habsburg Emperor, then the foremost protago-
nist of the Roman Catholic Church. Thus, some malicious Jesuits 
felt prompted to prophesy that Frederick's Czech kingdom would 
not last longer than the winter. Sadly for the inhabitants of the 
Palatinate, this prophecy was fulfilled, and Frederick is known as 
"the Winter King" to this day.3 

Even though Rupert was born into an ephemeral royal reign, the 
citizens of Prague celebrated the event joyfully since the child was 
their first indigenous prince. Elizabeth informed her father, James 
I, that: "The King [her husband] hath bidden Bethlen Gabor, the 
Prince of Transylvania, to christen this little boy. He [Bethlen] is 
altogether of our religion." To this, Eliot Warburton, Rupert's 
biographer, added the following remark: "...this ingenious and 
daring savage [Bethlen] was selected as sponsor... as he... had almost 
secured for himself the Kingdom of Hungary."4 Bethlen sent Imre 
Thurzo, a diplomat in his stead to the christening of Rupert. 
Warburton has this to say: "His representative, count Thurzo, in 
complete armour, received the child f rom the archbourgravine, and 
transferred it from his mail-clad arms to the gauntleted hands of the 
deputies of Lusatia, Moravia, and Silesia; such martial dandling 
suited well with the fu ture fortunes of the child."5 Another English 
writer described Thurzo as "a splendid if barbaric figure. 

These remarks are misleading; Bethlen, although warring and 
preoccupied with balancing the fate of his country between two 
formidable enemies — the Turks and the Habsburgs — neverthe-
less, patronized science, literature and art. His reign was called the 
golden era of Transylvania. Thurzo, his envoy to Prague, was the 
author of several Latin rhetorical works, and Chancellor of the 
University of Wittenberg.' 



An eighteenth century account of the events can be found in the 
work of the Hungarian historian, Istvan Katona: 

Imre Thurzo set out for Kassa (Kaschau, Kosice) in spite of the 
glacial weather, on the fourth of March 1620. On the tenth, he was 
greeted by the citizens of Kassa. There he obtained from Bethlen 
documents, instructions and other instruments regarding the 
plan of a Federation between Gabor Bethlen and the new King of 
Bohemia. On the seventeenth of March, Imre Thurzo began his 
mission. Passing through his own domain at Biccse, he reached 
Prague on the thirtieth of March. Before the gate of the city, the 
Nobles of Bohemia and the Provinces received him with great 
pomp. Coinciding with this diplomatic mission, says an eyewit-
ness, were the solemnities of Rupert's christening. In the Cathe-
dral of Prague, Thurzo lifted the infant in his arms and held it 
over the baptismal font. A son of a Protestant King was thus 
baptized Robertus, or Rupert, by another Calvinist sovereign. On 
behalf of Gabor Bethlen, Thurzo negotiated matters of a Protes-
tant alliance to be formed against the Habsburg Emperor. At the 
same time, he acquitted himself of yet another mission, present ing 
splendid gifts sent by the godfather for the royal family. For 
Frederick, he brought from Hungary a white Asiatic horse with 
oriental carpet saddlery and trappings; for the Queen, various 
objects, such as rare stones exquisitely cut; a kind of Cambric or 
linen embroidered and studded with precious stones; all in 
"oriental" style. Bethlen regaled his godson Rupert with a 
precious sword encrusted with turquoise stones.8 

In Katona's history we also find the voluminous correspondence 
between Frederick and the so-called ingenious and savage Bethlen. 

The Fall of 1620 brought disaster. At Prague's White Mountain, 
one of the shortest battles in history was lost by Frederick within an 
hour. While the king and his family were entertaining English 
envoys in Hradcany Castle, the Czech army was overwhelmed by the 
Imperial forces.'1 By the time Frederick had risen from the table, his 
fate had already been decided. The family had to evacuate Prague 
immediately: 

Much frenzied packing was done on the dark November after-
noon, but Frederick's chamberlain, on a last progress through 
the deserted royal apartments, discovered something important 
which had been left behind. He picked it up, and hurrying down 
to the courtyard, was just in time to catch the last coach drawing 



away from the palace doors. Not until the bundle thrown in ... 
rolled ... onto the floor of the carriage and burst into a roar, did his 
astonished fellow-travellers discover that the infant Prince Rupert 
was amongst them.10 

Such was the first recorded episode of Rupert "the Adventurer." 
The Battle of White Mountain ended the dream of both Bethlen 

and Frederick, of a f ederation of Protestant princes. Their defeat on 
the battlefield brought the greatest disaster upon their subjects. Of 
special interest was the exodus of thousands of Anabaptist settlers 
from Frederick's lost realm. These people in particular brought 
upon themselves the wrath of the Imperialists. After his coronation, 
the Anabaptists had paid their respects to Frederick while he was 
travelling around his new kingdom. He had stopped at Alexovice 
(Mahrisch Kromau, Krumlov), where the Anabaptist Hutterite 
Brethren presented the king with a finely wrought iron bedstead, 
various precision knives and fur-lined gloves. For the queen they 
offered their renowned majolica ware.11 The presents had im-
pressed Frederick deeply. He wrote to his queen that if only these 
interesting people lived nearer Prague, he would like to visit their 
colony more often.12 It was not by chance that Bethlen hurried to 
their assistance, transferring the industrious craf tsmen from belea-
guered Moravia to his Transylvanian estate at Alvinc.u The 
Hutterite connection — considered minor, or neglected altogether 
by historians — can be followed throughout the rest of Rupert's and 
his family's life. 

The infant Rupert and his parents first found refuge with the 
Elector of Brandenburg, brother-in-law of Frederick; later they 
stayed with his uncle, Prince Maurice of Orange, in Holland. During 
most of the Thirty Years' War, the Palatine refugees enjoyed the 
hospitality of the latter, a great naval and military strategist in the 
Netherlands. He was Rupert's beloved benefactor and mentor 
through his formative years. Rupert was able to witness the 
movements of the Dutch fleet and to hear about adventures and 
explorations in the New World. It was in Holland that he first 
learned about endeavours to relocate thousands of Protestant 
refugees overseas. It is conceivable that the Hutterite Brethren 
shared, with their patrons from the Palatinate, their earlier experi-
ences on Canadian shores since their first scout made the trip in 
1595. This scout, Johannes Sermond, reported directly to Maurice 
of Orange at The Hague on his return, four years later, from his 
Labrador voyage.14 

Rupert was barely twenty years old when he was captured in battle 



by the Austrians. The young warrior spent four years in captivity at 
the Castle of Linz (1637-41). He occupied himself with self-
education, drawing, experimenting in chemistry, playing tennis and 
falling in love with Countess Kufstein, the daughter of his jailer. The 
affair changed Rupert from a reckless young soldier into a mature 
person with avid interests in science, the arts and beautiful and 
erudite women. Warburton, Rupert's biographer, reflected on the 
impact of his time in captivity: "So long ago as 1637, when immured 
in the Castle of Linz, he had exercised his active genius in some 
etchings that still remain, and bear that date." In 

During the scourge of the Thirty Years' War, when 500,000 men, 
women and children were put to the sword in Germany alone and 
whole provinces were ravaged to utter desolation, the Palatinate was 
also in shambles. This situation earned Rupert the name "Prince 
Without a Principality." In 1648, the war was over and the Emperor 
mellowed towards the children of the rebellious Frederick. Notwith-
standing the reconciliation, the Palatines still refused to give the 
Habsburgs the title of Emperor because their father was not 
consulted at the time of the election. They stubbornly called the 
Kaiser "King of Hungary."16 

When peace returned, it brought back a semblance of religious 
tolerance. Rupert's older brother, Charles Louis, was restored as 
Elector to a portion of the Palatinate, holding the posit ion from 1648 
to 1680. Charles Louis set his mind exclusively to rebuilding the 
homeland of his parents. He withheld Rupert's part of the inheri-
tance and spent the family funds on founding his residence and the 
new capital, Mannheim. Charles Louis invited Hutterite settlers 
from Hungary and Transylvania, promising them religious free-
dom. Many Anabaptists from the counties of Nyitra, Pozsony and 
the town of Alvinc moved to Mannheim.17 While this haven of 
religious tolerance prospered, Rupert continued his existence as 
prince without a principality, travelling over land and sea to Fight on 
various battlefields. Charles Louis had reason to keep Rupert out of 
the Palatinate. Rupert had courted the Countess Louise von 
Degenfeld, maid-in-waiting to the Electress, and written a love letter 
to her. Unfortunately, this letter reached the Electress, who was 
herself interested in Rupert.18 When the countess openly refuted 
her alleged coldness, Rupert realized that his letter had got into the 
wrong hands. The Electress realized it also. She raided Degenfeld's 
quarters, Finding many letters in Latin, written not by Rupert, but by 
her own husband, the Elector Charles Louis. When the ensuing 
scandal abated, the Elector divorced his wife and married Louise 
morganatically. 



Rupert stayed away from Mannheim for the rest of his life. 
Significantly, around this time, after secretly negotiating with 
settlers from Hungary, the family renewed its ties with Transylva-
nia. Henrietta Maria, Rupert's sister, a great beauty, was to wed 
Sigismund Rakoczi, son of the reigning Prince George Rakoczi I, in 
1651.19 The marriage negotiations, between the Palatines — poor, 
but proud of their prestigious pedigree — and the Rakoczis — rich, 
but regarded as "Asiatic barbarians" — reveal the uninformed 
prejudice of the time. Charles Louis could cover, only with great 
difficulty, the expenses of his sister's Hungarian wedding, providing 
the bare minimum for the princess's trousseau;20 still he persisted in 
being difficult, even condescending towards the Hungarians. Later, 
Henrietta Maria's happy letters appeased him. The princess fell in 
love with Sigismund, and he with her. She wrote: "I wish my lord 
could be so happy as to be known to your Highness, for I feel sure 
you would like your brother-in-law, and would see that people had 
spoken more lies than truth in their reports."21 Reports about the 
magnificence of George Rakoczi and Susanna Lorantffy's court did 
the rest. T h e two families were already connected through Gabor 
Bethlen's marriage with the sister of the Elector George William of 
Brandenburg. This new bond between Protestant princes was eyed 
with suspicion in Vienna. Historians laconically mention the tragic, 
untimely death of the lovers: on 18 September 1651, Henrietta 
Maria's life ended, followed by Sigismund's a few months later. Only 
Caspar Maurer, in his Ungarische Chronica (1664), dares to hint at 
foul play.22 

It appears that Rupert next sought employment at the Viennese 
court. His intention was probably to recover some of the money due 
him after the peace treaty but withheld by his brother Charles Louis. 
When the Imperialists under Montecuccoli assembled at Nagyszom-
bat (Tyrnau, Trnava), Rupert was also on hand as a Lieutenant Field 
Marshal in the army.23 However, he never fought on Hungarian soil, 
in spite of his appointment and the sobriquet "Mercenary of the 
King of Hungary." According to Warburton, he had been sent by 
Charles I on a secret mission to the Emperor.2 1 Rupert was 
welcomed by his Austrian relatives in Vienna, despite his stubborn 
refusal to become a Catholic. Driving the Turks out of Hungary was 
the ultimate adventure at that time. Not so for the common people, 
however, who suffered at the hands of both the foreign adventurers 
and the Turkish armies. It is difficult to understand how the 
Hutterites of Hungary could manage to negotiate and accomplish 
their immigration to the Palatinate, unless they were patronized by 
one of the Protestant adventurers. There must have been a certain 



reciprocity between patrons and emigrants. We know Bethlen had 
availed himself of the services of simple itinerant "pharmacists" in 
order to have letters delivered to the King of Sweden.25 There is also 
a record of the use of double-bottomed barrels of Tokay wine for 
hiding messages. In light of this, Rupert's preoccupation in Vienna 
with arranging for a quantity of Hungarian wine to be shipped to 
England — "four tonnes, or eight pipes, which I hope will serve our 
Court this winter" — takes on a different meaning. 

Rupert returned to London and laboured heartily in his own 
laboratory and forge. The Royal Society Transactions record many of 
his inventions, for instance, his method of producing a gunpowder 
ten times more powerful, even underwater, than that normally used 
at the time in mining. In his mature years, Rupert perfected the 
instruments of his own invention in a special lab at Windsor Castle. 
An experimental toy, a bubble of glass, bears his name, "Rupert's 
Drop." There were other similar experiments done in the potter's 
kiln. One of these might have led to the first porcellanous substance 
used for ceramics in England. According to Johann Joachim Becher 
— Rupert's director of mines and a famous economist and scientist 
— such ware was sold in London around 1680.26 In a chapter, 
entitled "Haffnerey und Pottebackerey," in one of Becher's books, 
he mentions a Hungarian potter who probably assisted Rupert with 
this particular technology. It cannot be just another coincidence that 
around this time the Hutterites were on the move again. The 
so-called "Hungarian potter" of Rupert's retinue was likely a 
refugee from Mannheim. After the death of Charles Louis in 1680, 
the Palatinate was claimed by Louis XIV on behalf of Elisabeth 
Charlotte of Orleans. France invaded the territory, burned Mann-
heim, and reinstated Catholicism, forcing Protestants to flee. 
Elisabeth Charlotte (Charles Louis's daughter) had frequently 
visited the Hutterite Bruderhof in Mannheim as a child; at an 
advanced age in 1718, she still recalled clearly having watched them 
at work, saying "one made handsome knives of fragrant wood, and 
another was a potter."27 

Rupert's involvement with the two adventurer-explorers Radis-
son and Groseilliers, who approached him for sponsorship of their 
voyage to Hudson's Bay, is well known, but rarely interpreted as a 
natural consequence of their having been Huguenots.28 

Returning to the private life of Prince Rupert, around the year 
1665, Rupert fell in love with Francesca, the daughter of Sir Henry 
Bard, Lord Bellamont. Little is known of this affair except that its 
issue, an illegitimate son, the gallant Dudley Bard, died 300 years 
ago in Buda, at the age of twenty. He had joined the army of Charles 



of Lorraine in an adventurous march to liberate the city from the 
Turks. On 13 July 1686, during a desperate attempt to scale the 
walls of the fortress of Castle Hill, the young warrior lost his life. The 
place where he fell was close to the former Haymarket (Szena Ter, 
now Moscow Place) in Budapest, near the Nador Laktanya (Palatine 
Caserne).29 Hungary can claim the son of Prince Rupert as her own 
martyr. 
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